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+17878231795 - https://estela-restaurant-rincon.negocio.site/

A comprehensive menu of Estela from Rincon covering all 16 meals and drinks can be found here on the
menu. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What User likes about Estela:
do not let the exterior and decor deterate them. eating was excellent with many, many good decisions. we had

Brussels shoots, beet salad, fish special, duck and pork talloin, all of which were delicious. our server was
extremely knowledgeable, helpful and attentive. I wish I remembered her name because she was great. Maybe

they could sprinkle the inner a bit upward, but maybe that's also part of the charm. we would h... read more.
What User doesn't like about Estela:

so expensive for the quality of food. the fish of the day was salmon from chile. the sashimi version of it was
subpar. also ordered the gnocchi, which was a strange consistency and sat on a bed very fishing cod. bad. bf

was sick all night. beets were good, but simple, nothing special that you could not make yourself. the Wagyu tart
was good. cocktails were very good. have the mezcal margarita (pinta maria? and the el... read more. Estela

from Rincon is a suitable bar to a cocktail after work, and sit with friends or alone, Besides, the light and healthy
meals in the specialty list are among the favorite dishes of the guests. Furthermore, they serve you flavorful

seafood dishes.
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Sonstige�
SASHIMI

Slushe�
LIME

Cereal�
STARTING

Sush� Or Sashim�
OCTOPUS

Zupp� � Insalat�
BEET SALAD

Drink�
DRINKS

Restauran� Categor�
COCKTAIL

DESSERT

Ingredient� Use�
DUCK

PORK MEAT

BRUSSEL SPROUTS

SEAFOOD

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
FISH

SALAD

DESSERTS

PORK CHOP
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